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Spoke to a Woman, got harrassed by cops and thrown off my
charter bus
October 29, 2017 | 0 upvotes | by [deleted]

So I travel often thanks to having somewhat of a well off family, and for this trip i decided to take my
happy ass on a drunken adventure to hick town, *.
On my way to * I was stationed in a Bus Station waiting for my bus, and I saw a women giving me the
typical IOI's, smiling face, unwavering eye contact, and following my body as I walked. Long story short
her eyes were glued to me.
I thought she was cute, but not cute enough to stop dead in my tracks. I said "see something you like?" In
a passing comment, on my way past her. She commented "no." But she said it 1000 times with a voice
similar to a crack addict so i lost interest and kept walking.
About 10 minutes later, i decided to use the bathroom, and as I walk into a Stall, im cornered by a bus
station employee, who said verbatim "you aint 'llowd ta be talkin' to na females like that. You aint boutta
be disrespectin' no females in my station. I'd kick yo' ass 'fo i let som'body disrespect a female 'nfront'a
me.
I remained calm, and told him we could fight if he wanted to. He clearly just wanted to talk some shit to
me and white knight and backed away as soon as i said that. I told him I knew a website where he could
learn to not risk his job threatening violence upon customers for the sake of some crack pussy, but he
wasnt interested hint its this one.
So following that, cosmic karma decided to shine upon me , and caused me to shit a turd so large it
clogged the toilet. The white knight was the janitor. I approched him and calmly stated the toilet i was
using would not flush and it was clogged. He told me to fix it myself. I laughed and walked away.
A few minutes later, the bus station manager calls me over to him, and he himself threatens to "wrangle
my ass and throw me off the bus." I decide that one threat of violence i can handle, thanks to vandaalen
and glo constantly suggesting mma i think i can handle myself in a fight.
But a pair of * Moon-crickets threatening me at the same time struck a nerve. I called up the corporate
bus station, and told them the situation. During that call, the pig force came and had me escorted off the
premises, which i was fine with, stating that i was being vulgar, and violent, and aggressive, obviously
comtrary to video evidence, but w/e I left calmly.
They have legal right to refuse me business, thats fine, but corporate is gonna have my tickets refunded,
and i have the option to pursue court charges against the manager because i started a pocket recording that
caught his voice saying "ill woop yo' ass and have you thrown off this bus, im the manager."
All i want is my money back TBH.
Hopefully i get my cash back.
Some funny notes are that an old female accquaintance of mine by coincidence was there at the time. We
performed on stage togrther, won some awards together, fooled around, but never fucked. Still, she saw
everything and could back me up.

lessons learned

the simple act of making a flirtatious comment can result in white knights threatening violence
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upon you.
lift so you intimidate skinny porchmonkeys and fat jiggaboos alike.
if youre skinny, pack heat or train martial arts to have the confidence not to back down from a
threat and the knowledge to defend yourself.
sometimes its better to keep your mouth shut. Maybe its an ego thing, that i called corporate on
account of a pair of * * threatening to bite me, but i cant help but feel that if i kept my head down
and said "yes sir, sorry sir" id be on my bus now. Maybe i have too much pride, in which case the
alternate lesson would be:
always be in a position to tell anybody you encounter to go fuck themselves.
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Comments

I_Need_More_Space_ • 46 points • 30 October, 2017 12:45 AM 

This is a troll post. Garbage.

TheYekke • 16 points • 30 October, 2017 02:11 AM 

Aka “buy a fucking car” never be beholden to mofos

Dmva100 • 3 points • 30 October, 2017 03:34 AM 

He also props up the images of two of the ECs mentioned in his post. OP being a follower and validating
other males with higher value. Poor guy.

lopsidedlucky • 1 point • 31 October, 2017 01:57 AM 

This might be garbage but there's more to it then that. Where things went wrong was in his approach and that
caused the ensuing shit storm quite literally.

She was giving OP IOI's and he did his job as a man and tried to pick up on her. The problem was the
approach.

This is very important and clearly OP and many others here haven't read the side bar. Women have very
fragile egos and most have huge ASD.

When a woman puts out strong IOI's she's inviting you to play by throwing you a ball. This is the same
theory as to Tylers secret society video and most of you should watch it. You as being a game aware dude
are suppose to take the ball over to her and play a fun game of catch. Flirting, calibrating, building quick
comfort and lowering her ASD.

What OP did was decided to peg her in the fucking face the very god damn ball she tossed him. Women
really put themselves out there when they put out IOI's and what he did likely made her feel stupid as fuck.
When women feel stupid, they lose their shit and will accuse you of being a rapey creeper to protect their
ego.

Women's best weapons are weaponizing betas. She finds the first beta she thinks might scare you and she
sicks him on you. Cops are huge weaponized betas for women so watch that angle.

This is what happened. Learn from it. People are bashing you for other things that you could fix but those are
all secondary. You probably could have fucked this girl like RSD Madison by simply fixing your
uncalibrated comment to her and running mad game.

And don't put down *. You need to watch their sorority recruiting vids, my god the 10's down there.

InstantKarma706 • 1 point • 31 October, 2017 10:13 PM 

Moon crickets is where OP Lost me. They should have kicked your ass.

wheresMYsteakAt • 22 points • 30 October, 2017 01:44 AM 

TL:,DR - rich alpha rides Greyhound, needs hand gun to feel safe during verbal encounters with other men.

But you do get an up vote for using moon cricket, haven't heard that in 20 years.

F_Dingo • 12 points • 30 October, 2017 06:04 AM 

I had a good laugh at this unbelievable story. Let me play the worlds smallest violin for you. What kind of rich
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kid rides the greyhound bus to fucking * of all places???

Torabor64 • 21 points • 29 October, 2017 09:26 PM 

Wow dude you are so alpha and your behaviour is redpilled af.

[deleted] • 1 points • 29 October, 2017 09:28 PM [recovered]

Youre the same guy who advocates being attracted to transexual women, who are biologically men. Gtfo my
face lol

Torabor64 • 24 points • 29 October, 2017 09:36 PM 

Hmm.. No I'm not? I said that I don't give a fuck if some guy likes trans women. How is that advocating
for it?

Btw, going through my comment history to critisize me put your alphaness off the chart. Stop writing at
TRP until you fix that ego.

[deleted] • 1 points • 29 October, 2017 09:40 PM [recovered]

So i should bow down in fear and not hit on females out of respect for people ive never met b4 and
will never see again? Lol fuck that

Torabor64 • 4 points • 29 October, 2017 09:48 PM 

Never said that. Stop replying.

PaperStreetVilla • 1 point • 29 October, 2017 11:59 PM 

Don't come I to threads to shit them up

[deleted] • 1 points • 29 October, 2017 09:49 PM [recovered]

You implied there was something wrong with what i did, too bad you didnt actually mean
what you said

smyger • 8 points • 29 October, 2017 11:52 PM 

Man everyone seem to be against you, try listen to what the guys say. We are a team here.
Calm down.

To relate somehow, I just got into an argument and won it by remaining calm. Thats
amused mastery, try it. It works.

[deleted] • 1 points • 30 October, 2017 12:03 AM [recovered]

I wouldnt mind them bein against me if i atleast knew why

Lvl100Nirvana • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 01:58 PM 

Youre just vulgar and lowly

I could flip your shit in a fight and still take you to court; the fact that you feel
powerful being contrarian to people so far below you in multiple hierarchies of
power is vulgar and perceived as moraly reprehensible by normies, youre pushing
yourself out of the game you stupid normie

And why?

Because you got your feelings hurt that you felt you were such hot shit to pick up
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some bitch with the aspergiest line you could muster up and were proven wrong.

If you were such high status that she digged it at the very least you wouldnt got shit
on by the employees, you must be low value.

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 02:04 PM 

[deleted]

mental_models • 4 points • 29 October, 2017 11:13 PM* 

just the same, you were the one who wrote the FR/Rant, not him.

It does come off as petty overall.

The fact that you apparently were white-knighted for merely making a comment about a perceived IOI is
fucked up.

Hanlon's Razor

1.Never attribute to malice that which is adequately explained by stupidity 2. IDGAF about stupid people

Seems simple, but a man's instincts can be to crush an idiot's skull. But, if you give time and energy to
every idiot who crosses your path, it's going to slow you down and lead to chaotic emotions.

Have to get to the point of self-control and awareness that you can ignore, or use amused mastery, etc...

InChargeMan • 10 points • 29 October, 2017 09:53 PM 

Damn, I hope I make it big one day like you so I can afford fancy bus rides...

[deleted] 29 October, 2017 09:58 PM 

[deleted]

Idontlikeredditors6 • 14 points • 29 October, 2017 11:39 PM 

Dude your post made you seem like a fag.

haroldpeters • 2 points • 31 October, 2017 06:17 AM 

that's exactly what I thought

InChargeMan • 4 points • 29 October, 2017 11:45 PM 

You may have missed the point of life...

Destyllat • 4 points • 29 October, 2017 11:30 PM 

you wrote something to try to connect with like minded people and posted it. Now, when those same
people "miss" what point you're trying to make, is it your fault or everyone else's for not understanding
you? do you see how that looks?

for the record, they are not missing your point but picking up on some subtleties within it that you may
not be able to acknowledge

GoDucksGo94 • 6 points • 30 October, 2017 03:58 AM 

I dont understand the hate in the comment section, I thought it was an interesting story. Didn't love your pick up
line, but hey shooters shoot
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lopsidedlucky • 1 point • 31 October, 2017 01:53 AM 

You're the only one that has picked up where things went wrong in his approach and that caused the ensuing
shit storm quite literally.

She was giving OP IOI's and he did his job as a man and tried to pick up on her. The problem was the
approach.

This is very important and clearly OP and many others here haven't read the side bar. Women have very
fragile egos and most have huge ASD.

When a woman puts out strong IOI's she's inviting you to play by throwing you a ball. This is the same
theory as to Tylers secret society video and most of you should watch it. You as being a game aware dude
are suppose to take the ball over to her and play a fun game of catch. Flirting, calibrating, building quick
comfort and lowering her ASD.

What you did was decided to peg her in the fucking face the very god damn ball she tossed to you. Women
really put themselves out there when they put out IOI's and what you did likely made her feel stupid as fuck.
When women feel stupid, they lose their shit and will accuse you of being a rapey creeper.

Women's best weapons are weaponizing betas. She finds the first beta she thinks might scare you and she
sicks him on you.

This is what happened. Learn from it. People are bashing you for other things that you could fix but those are
all secondary. You probably could have fucked this girl like RSD Madison by simply fixing your
uncalibrated comment to her and running mad game.

And don't put down *. You need to watch their sorority recruiting vids, my god the 10's down there.

trplurker • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 01:08 PM 

Whole thing is a troll post. Someone from a different sub came in here and posted bullshit.

april_cutter • 2 points • 30 October, 2017 09:02 PM 

I'm not sure any rich person vacations via bus rides to *. In fact, really no one except *ns generally have any
desire to step foot in *, poor people included.

The rest of this reads as to "what you wanted to say" and revenge fantasies.

Yeah, no way some women was making eyes at you (unless you're autistic) and then "freaks out" and tells
management when you say "see something you like?" (terrible line if true by the way).

Yeah the best way to deal with two hick Alambamans is to challenge them to an MMA fight. You know,
assuming you have a job and a life. Nothing better than fighting a couple of ugly hicks with nothing to lose.
Jesus lol.

Enough to call the cops on your and haul your ass away. Either this is 100% fiction, or you sound like a dumb
instigator who has no self awareness, probably harassing women and other men in uncalibrated fashion and
causing a ruckus and not really having the awareness to figure out why.

haroldpeters • 2 points • 31 October, 2017 06:31 AM 

I think this guy belongs in *.

[deleted] 29 October, 2017 09:28 PM 

[deleted]

[deleted] 29 October, 2017 09:29 PM 
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[deleted]

MattyAnon • 16 points • 30 October, 2017 01:21 AM 

. I took a trip to *.

The read cannot possibly know where you started from because you didn't state it. It read like a short trip
to me too. If you were as well off as you say, you wouldn't give a fuck about $200.

Be aware of what you have said before you criticise people's reading comprehension skills.

Your post makes it clear you were completely out of place. You're hiding behind your ego and presenting
* as a backwater, and using racist slurs throughout. Now I'm sure * has its rough parts and the bus station
is likely the low point of the place, but everywhere has its own rules. And you (clearly an outsider)
played by your own (while middle class) rules. And got treated accordingly.

This doesn't make you better than them. The internet is not impressed with your story.

They do things their way. You do things yours. And there was a clash. Big deal, it happens. Doesn't make
you better than them.

Make peace with your ego and calm down.

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 02:00 AM 

[deleted]

JamesSkepp • 5 points • 30 October, 2017 07:42 AM 

You do, as demonstrated by this post and previous one in which you belittle other people. That's
clear indication of a defence mechanism of a low value person that is used to maintain the illusion
of high value.

MattyAnon • 3 points • 30 October, 2017 02:15 AM 

You deal with the ego by accepting it and trying not to fight it or feed it too much

Then come the next level ego traps, in positive and negative varieties:

I'm so awesomely ego-free

I've killed my ego, you should too

I'm a terrible horrible egotistical person

I deserve better than this because I'm not egotistical

I don't deserve X because... something something ego

etc. etc.

It's a constant battle. Having positive qualities can make it harder. Especially having positive
qualities while not getting the respect you think you deserve. The ego can be a defensive shell,
fuel entitlement, etc. It's much easier to see in others than oneself.

PaperStreetVilla • 4 points • 30 October, 2017 12:00 AM 

Also, try not to get edgy in your own thread. It's not a good habit

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 12:16 AM 
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[deleted]

JamesSkepp • 7 points • 30 October, 2017 08:20 AM 

You're being flamed b/c you posted a story about how other people are BP whiteknight rednecks,
while you are the main reason you got treated like you did.

You misjudged hot attracted she is or, what is most likely - you botched your approach. By1.
her cold reaction after she gave IOIs I'm guessing you triggered her ADS hard.

When the first whiteknight confronted you escalated the conflict without a real reason. You2.
did it b/c you got angry at the whiteknight, which demonstrates highschool level of
emotional control over yourself. Also a pro tip: I know a older, dadbod looking dude who
if told "we can fight if you want to" will take your word for it and start swinging
immediately. He's been training taekwondo and kickboxing for the last 30y. You would be
writing "A whitekinght broke my jaw, my arms and bruised my liver" with Stephen
Hawking electronic assistant after that. You never know who you're gonna fight until after
the fight.

The "turd story" is not funny. It's primitive, slapstick "revenge-on-whitekinight" story.3.

You escalated the first whiteknight, he ran to his superior which stood behind his4.
employee, b/c he knows him and doesn't know you. That's YOUR fault, b/c you escalated
first.

You felt powerless and angry, you you decided to exact your revenge again, this time by5.
PHONING a customer service. That's your 2nd victory on RP battlefield.

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 03:36 PM 

[deleted]

haroldpeters • 1 point • 31 October, 2017 06:30 AM 

bro you need to fix your diet if you dumps are clogging up plumbing.

PaperStreetVilla • 3 points • 30 October, 2017 11:10 AM 

Go look at the new mod announcement. Guys not written a word yet, and already some edgelords
shitting on him.

cuck_liberator • 2 points • 30 October, 2017 01:19 AM 

Reverse psychology. He's trying to imitate a person who cannot maintain their frame at even the most
basic level (over the internet).

Good job OP.

NiceIce • -2 points • 29 October, 2017 10:55 PM 

$200 to ride the bus? Wow. I can only imagine where you must live. Must have inherited great wealth.

Entropy-7 • 2 points • 30 October, 2017 08:32 AM 

How low on the SES do you have to be to ride the bus.....to * no less. Or were you just slumming it?
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Trains are better for short hops, planes for longer ones. Haven't you figured this out yet?. . .I mean, as a world
traveller and all.

trplurker • 2 points • 30 October, 2017 01:07 PM 

If your going to make shit up, at least try to make it semi-believable instead of a Hollywood version of reality.

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 01:39 PM 

[deleted]

trplurker • 0 points • 30 October, 2017 01:43 PM 

Because you tipped your hand when you embellished it. If your going to lie about something you don't
know about, then make it short and don't put exaggerated details in it.

Lvl100Nirvana • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 01:59 PM 

This doesnt sound emblished , it just sounds like the thoughtprocess of a 17 year old

cuck_liberator • 3 points • 30 October, 2017 01:08 AM 

Holy shit, you have so much fix about yourself you shouldn't even be allowed to post here unless it's for the
opportunity to rip a pleb like you to shreds. Who do you think you're fooling? Oh, that's right, yourself.

ahoooley • 3 points • 30 October, 2017 05:26 AM 

Fuckin lol at the part where u clogged the dudes toilet on purpose ⚰️

crapaudface • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 10:58 AM 

no it was cosmic karma shining upon him LMFAO

Throwawaysteve123456 • 2 points • 29 October, 2017 09:37 PM 

"If you're skinny, pack heat or train martial arts".

Dude, you had me up to that point. Terrible fucking advice. Just record the situation and act as calm and
professional as possible. It shouldn't be hard to stand out with that behavior at a bus in *.

[deleted] 29 October, 2017 09:41 PM 

[deleted]

Throwawaysteve123456 • 5 points • 29 October, 2017 11:53 PM 

I think you just made my argument with your last premise. Cheers.

chauncy_popperstein • -1 points • 29 October, 2017 10:56 PM 

What???

Actually it is the best advice you can give someone. Your personal safety something YOU are responsible
for. If you don't have the means to protect yourself then you are just asking to be a victim of violence/crime.

Throwawaysteve123456 • 0 points • 29 October, 2017 11:52 PM 

Okay, I don't know where you live, maybe if you're in Mogadishu or Detroit, it may be applicable.
Generally, bringing a concealed weapon creates more problems, not less. I'll give my wallet up anyday
before pulling a gun on the hope I draw first.
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chauncy_popperstein • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 12:05 AM 

When did I say the solution was drawing a weapon. I simply said your safety is something you are
responsible for. And being able to protect/defend yourself is prudent.

Aktiv8r • 0 points • 30 October, 2017 01:07 PM 

I carry all over the place. I advocate for constitutional carry. I don't live in the worst towns, but mine
has had growth of homicides of about 8% per year for the last 10 years. In fact, last year a junkie
robbed a pizza shop about 8 or 10 houses down the street from me. When the dude handed over the
register and safe money, the chick thanked him by shooting him in the face 3 times. Go ahead, give
up your wallet and enjoy your lead sandwich. I prefer to serve the lead, first.

Do unto others before they can do unto you.

ChampOfTheFuture • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 03:00 PM 

Well that was a funny post, with the accents and threats of violence out of the blue and everything. Enjoyed it.

Don't know why any post here has to be followed by an evaluation of OP's personality and alphaness and the
inevitable "you're a fag" diagnosis.

[deleted] • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 03:08 PM 

You're an asshole. You treated that janitor like shit. I guarantee he knows more about an honest day's work than
you ever will, being from "somewhat of a well off family." < this isn't a fucking accomplishment that you should
ever talk about or write about.

[deleted] 30 October, 2017 03:30 PM 

[deleted]

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 October, 2017 08:20 PM 

I've worked jobs for way less than $10 and hour and now work a career where I'm not even comfortable
divulging the hourly rate. I treat people the same as I did washing dishes dude. It takes a special kind of
ego to insult people based on the type of work they do and I'm guessing You have never really faced
struggles or financial insecurity in your life before. Talking down to or bad about people like that doesn't
make You alpha bruh and it doesn't impress anyone. It just makes You look like a shitty person.

notonlyplace • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 05:48 PM 

The reason people are attacking you is that they are reading in between the lines and thus calling you autistic. I
don't think you were 100% wrong, but listen to what you wrote

I thought she was cute, but not cute enough to stop dead in my tracks. I said "see something you like?" In a
passing comment, on my way past her. She commented "no." But she said it 1000 times with a voice similar
to a crack addict so i lost interest and kept walking.

You took a shot, got shot down, and you insulted her, never insult a woman after she has rejected you, you will
always come across as a loser, 100% of the time.

won some awards together, fooled around, but never fucked.

this shows insecurity, volunteering irrelevant information

always be in a position to tell anybody you encounter to go fuck themselves.
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Rarely does this work, maybe in the movies but most people even beta's don't like shit, kindness goes a long
fucking way, personally sometimes you gotta take a L even undeserving, white knights are brutally violent,
angry men.

I got my ass whip when I was a kid because I was playing basketball and swipe the ball from a girls hand. The
girl didn't mind but the kid didn't even get punished, I had to move on and live my life , yeah it's unfair but you
won't win 100% of the time, shrug it off and be happy

bouncypoo • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 11:54 AM 

I could see this happening with my very own eyes and not believe it.

[deleted] • 0 points • 29 October, 2017 10:48 PM 

Sue these dick licking bastards and the crack whore (should be able to get her name through discovery from the
bus co) into the stone age

juliusstreicher • 1 point • 30 October, 2017 08:04 AM 

Yeah, if the story is true, he'd be a fool not to sue them for threatening violence against him.

LordThunderbolt • 0 points • 30 October, 2017 08:42 AM 

Out od the places you could go on your rich dollar, you chose to go to *. That's wild, fam.

ShotgunTRP • 0 points • 30 October, 2017 10:41 AM 

This is the dumbshit I would say to a chick thinking its a mint opener
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